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100+
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5,500+
staff

North America

$2B Northeast Education Projects as OPM

Massachusetts

75+
staff

5
offices

Places - Mobility - Resiliency
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Value Engineering Defined

• A means to reduce cost of the project at a 
point in time during the project, most often 
prior to bidding or worse once a project 
comes in overbid to meet the client’s 
budget.

What most may think it is

• A systematic process used by a 
multidisciplinary team, led by a qualified 
facilitator, to improve the value of a 
project, product, process, service or 
organization through the analysis of 
functions

• It is a process in which

− Unnecessary cost are identified in a 
project

− Alternatives are offered while assuring 
that quality, reliability, life cycle cost, 
and other critical factors meet or 
exceed the customer’s expectations

As Defined by SAVE International

Value Methodology
Value Engineering
Value Management 

Acceptable terminology

Let’s get on the same page!
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Making the Case– Hospital Renovation

From Dr. Brandon –
Director of the Army 
Continuous Process 

Improvement 
Program Office

This provides a 
common overview of 
the challenges with 
value engineering

Project Manager Interview

• Question: Why no VE study?
- VE study would have added to much time to the already tight schedule
- Would have tied up too many resources who were already very busy
- The budget estimate was not too extreme

• Question: How did the project end up?
- Late
- Over budget
- With many change orders increasing the project cost

• Question: In hindsight, do you believe a VE study would have helped?
- Maybe
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Value Engineering Background and Purpose

• Created in the 1940s by Larry Miles with GE (addressing 
labor and material shortages)

• Function Analysis – breaking down the project to the basic 
core functions and extricating value within each function 

− Gets to the root reason of the problem faced

− Costs linked to functions not components

• Multidisciplinary team of SMEs tackling each project

• Uses a Job plan – six step workshop process (divergent and 
then convergent thinking)

• Incorporates sustainability, asset management, lifecycle 
costing, reliability centered maintenance/design, design 
thinking, etc … 

Function or Performance
Cost/Time/ResourcesValue = 

A systematic approach to mange value though innovative change
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VE Opportunities
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Value 
Improvements

Planning 
and 

Analysis

Schematic 
Design

Design 
Development

Work 
Drawings

Construction 
Documents

Construction Operation and 
Maintenance

Phase when Value Engineering is Performed

VALUE 
IDENTIFIED

When Value Engineering is more impactful for the Client
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Comparison of Value Engineering
Solution 
Approach Formal Value Engineering Study Informal VE or Cost Cutting

Process
Workshop addressing functional improvements to the project that occur 
early on as a Value Planning exercise or as early as the 30% design 
level as a Value Engineering exercise

11th hour informal meeting to figure out how to 
cut costs to meet MSBA/school system budget 
after bids come in

Schedule

3 to 5-day planned workshop evaluating and developing solutions 
achieving the desired function of the school construction covering 
information gathering, defining goal functions, brainstorming solutions, 
evaluating solutions, developing recommended proposals, and 
presenting findings. Value is increased as cost decreases or 
functionality increases

After cost estimate comes in high an informal 
meeting is scheduled to cut cost de-valuing the 
impact and desired scope of the project.  Value is 
decreased and cost is decreased.

Involved
Independent team of seasoned and experienced subject matter experts 
in school design and construction, MEP engineers, structural 
engineers, architect, cost and constructability engineers

A vested and guarded team usually consisting of 
the designer and the contractor

Inputs
Review project materials including project drawings, project reports, 
project cost estimate, and a presentation by the design team and 
stakeholders on the current design concept

Page turn through CD documents looking to 
remove scope to address cost issues

Outputs Value-inducing proposals developed that support the desired function of 
the project without compromising the scope of the project

Removal or replacement of construction 
elements deemed expensive
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VE Workshop Process

?
Information Phase Function Analysis 

Phase
Creative Solutions 

Phase Evaluation Phase Development 
Phase

Presentation 
Phase

Gather information to 
better understand the 

project.

Analyze the project to 
understand and clarify 
the required functions.

Generate ideas on all 
the possible ways to 

accomplish the required 
functions.

Synthesize ideas and 
concepts and select those 

that are feasible for 
development into specific 

value improvements

Select and prepare the 
‘best’ alternative(s) for 

improving value.

Present the value 
recommendation to the 
project stakeholders.

Outcome: understand 
from the designer what 
challenges and barriers 

they had to address

Outcome: crystalize in 
the VE teams mind 

what are the functional 
goals that are required 
and make sure they are 

being achieved

Outcome: with an 
understanding of the 

functional goals, 
develop an abundance 
of solutions using no 

filters at this time

Outcome: evaluate 
alternatives and rate on 
how well they achieve 

cost, schedule, 
performance, quality 

and safety goals

Outcome: providing the 
defensive evaluation of 

why alternatives are 
worthy for consideration

Outcome: ability to sell 
the solutions is critical 
since the whole VM 

process is only a few 
weeks but can have a 

lasting impact

Im
pl

em
en

ta
tio

n 
Ph
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e

Divergent Thinking Convergent Thinking 
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Value Engineering Outcomes and Evidence

1
Options 
Selection

2
Optimizing 
Space 
Utilization

3
Incorporating 
New 
Technologies

4 
Incorporating 
sustainable 
thinking and 
materials

7 
Managing 
rising project 
costs

8 
Maximizing 
life-cycle 
value 

5
Confirms 
design 
direction

6
Accelerates 
the design 
process

9 
Mitigating 
risks

10
Optimizing 
construction 
schedule

11 
Incorporating 
reliability-centered 
design and 
maintenance concepts

12 
Right-sizing 
project costs with 
project budget
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The Problem: 
This project partially rehabilitates the auditorium and gymnasium 
of the existing Middle School and adds a new three-story 
classroom wing, cafeteria, kitchen, technical education laboratory, 
media center, locker rooms and other support spaces to create a 
130,850 square foot facility. The base building will accommodate 
750 students with alternatives to add additional classrooms and 
an auxiliary gymnasium to support a student population of 900.

The VE Solution: 
20-hour face to
face VE study 
addressing cost
reductions and 
function 
enhancement 
meeting schedule constraints. 

The Result:
• Key improvements address the simplification of the building 

design, modifying the structural design and electrical 
requirements, and reducing excess removal of excavated material.  
Design suggestion also provided isolation treatments for areas 
under the existing and proposed auxiliary gymnasiums to provide 
a less disruptive environment for those spaces below the gym 
floors.

• ECC is $24.3M with potential recommended savings of $0.7M

Public Schools Rehabilitation Example
Middle School – Virginia
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Specific Outcomes: 
Options Selection

• Class placement optimization – locate disabled learning area away from noisy 
auxiliary gym to eliminate unnecessary noise for students with heightened sensory 
concerns

Space Utilization Optimization
• Simplify shape of cafeteria – square up cafeteria and simplify roof design for $100K 

in CAPEX savings

Manage Rising Project Costs
• Utilize bar joists in lieu of rolled beams – economical approach to constructing a 

concrete elevated slab system saving 1/3 the cost of the elevated slab construction
• Utilize a bioretention filter for stormwater management water quality improvements in 

lieu of Filterra Units – reduces the capital costs of SWM in half

Public Schools Rehabilitation Example
Middle School – Virginia
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The Problem: 
Arcadis served as the OPM for this $28M project constructed 
on the fully occupied site of the existing school.  The new 
elementary school is based on a team-teaching model with 
clustered classroom designs and accommodates special 
education requirements through additional teaching spaces.  

The Solution: 
In addition to OPM services, Arcadis provided informal VE 
services as the project went from a feasibility to a 
constructed project.  

The Result:
• Project came in below budget with no safety issues 

encountered.
• VE solutions targeted 1) utilization of unused parcel of land; 

2) employed healthy building materials and initiatives such as 
integrated BMS systems, grey water harvesting, and 
emergency generator fueled by natural gas; 3) construction 
phasing minimized disruptions and material selection avoided 
long lead times; and 4) incorporation of sustainable materials 
to reduce future maintenance costs.

Public Schools Rehabilitation Example
Elementary School – Massachusetts
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Key take-aways 
for MSBA 
Projects

Track record  of benefits, project 
improvements and ROI (as high as 300:1)

Alignment of client goals with design team 
effort driving program level decisions

Opportunity to reduce / manage costs 
while ensuring scope and / or adding 
project functionality

Solutions cover cost of study (100% of 
the time) with project savings of 5 to 15 
percent
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Q&A
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